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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS 

THE BOTANICAL IDENTIFICATION OF NORTHWEST COAST TOBACCO 

A problem which has long interested anthropologists is that of the identification 
of the plant chewed with lime by the Haida and Tlingit. Dixon approached this 
problem on several occasions with his usual thoroughness,l but could never offer 
what he felt might constitute a defensible and conclusive answer. Dixon, in his 
American Anthropologist article, concluded that it was "probable that the plant 
cultivated and chewed by the Tlingit and Haida was something other than tobacco" 
(p. 150), and left the problem for some botanist familiar with the regional flora. It 
would seem now that such a savior has come forth in the person of the well known 
western botanist, Miss Alice Eastwood, of the California Academy of Sciences. 

Captain George Dixon, in 1787 at Port Mulgrave (Yakutat Bay, occupied by 
northern Tlingit), stated:2 

The Indians are particularly fond of chewing a plant, which appears to be a species of tobacco; 
not content, however, with chewing it in its simple state, they generally mix lime along with it, 
and sometimes the inner rind of the pine-tree, together with a rosinous substance extracted 
from it. 

This description obviously indicates that the Tlingit plant looked like a tobacco 
(Nicotiana sp.) plant, and is therefore clearly not as lupine as Dixon suggests.3 That 
Dixon knew the difference between the two is indicated by the fact that he col
lected a specimen of the tobacco plant used by the Haida on the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. This specimen, now in the Herbarium of the British Museum, has been dis
cussed by Miss Eastwood, who calls attention to the fact that Dixon's specimen is 
similar to that collected by Archibald Menzies and now in the Hooker Herbarium 
at Kew.4 The critical point, then, is the identification of these plants labeled by the 

1 R. B. Dixon, Tobacco Chewing on the Northwest Coast (American Anthropologist, Vol. 35, 
1933), pp. 146-150. In this paper will be found extensive references to the subject. See also his 
Contacts with America Across the Southern Pacific, pp. 330-335, in D. Jenness, The American 
Aborigines (Toronto, 1933), pp. 315-353. 

2 George Dixon, A Voyage Round the World, but More Particularly to the North-west Coast 
of A merica; Performed in 1785 ... 1788 (London, 1789), p. 175. For other references see R. B. 
Dixon (American Anthropologist, Vol. 35,1933), pp. 146-150, and Menzies' Journal of Van
couver's Voyage, edited by C. F. Newcombe (Archives of British Columbia, Memoir V, Victoria 
B. C., 1923), pp. 141-142. 

R. B. Dixon (American Anthropologist), p. 150. James Deans, The Huida Kwul-ra, or 
Native Tobacco of the Queen Charlotle Islands. (American Antiquarian 12, 1890), pp. 48-50, 
identifies the Haida tobacco as a species of poppy, a plant with tall stems; on the extremity of 
each stem were a number of balls full of seeds. See also, by the same author, The Hidery Qwill
Ray. (American Antiquarian 19, 1897). (I have not seen this latter pap'lr.) 

4 A. Eastwood, The Tobacco Collected by Archibald Menzies on the Northwest Coast of 
America. (Leaflets of Western Botany 2: No.6, San Francisco, 1938), pp. 92-94. See also her 
Early Botanical Explorers on the Pacific Coast and the Trees They Found There. (California 
Historical Quarterly, 18: 1-12, 1939), p. 3. 
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explorer-botanist as "Indian Tobacco." Miss Eastwood says the plant "does not 
agree with any other tobacco from northwest America and may still be unnamed 
and undescribed,'" and in a more specific statement, that "the specimen most close
ly allied to Capt. Dixon's specimen is Nicotiana multivalvis Lind!. collected by 
Douglas in 1825 ... "6 Thus, the botanical evidence seems to indicate (see also 
the comparison of Dixon's specimen with N. multivalvis7) a new, and as yet un
named, Nicotiana species as the tobacco used by the Haida of the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. As R. B. Dixons and C. F. Newcombe9 point out, the plant described by 
LindleylO as Nicotiana nana and listed by Hookerll with the provenience given as 
"N. W. America" and "originally discovered by the excellent Menzies" is actually 
a species of Hesperochiron and not a Nicotiana. It was collected by William Bird in 
the Rocky Mountains of North America; the mistake may be blamed to Lindley 
and later, Hooker, who erroneously took it to be the specimen collected by Men
zies. Menzies' tobacco is the plant shown by Miss Eastwood; it resembles the Dixon 
specimen which is also illustrated,12 and is identifiable as a Nicotiana species. In a 
letter from Miss Eastwood on this question, she says: 

I am sure that Capt. Dixon's specimen was a tobacco. I have only Menzies' statement that the 
leaves inKew Herb. are those of tobacco. Menzies' specimen cannot be Hesperochiron which I 
know well from plants seen and collected in California. None have leaves similar to the Men
zies leaves and the pubescence is different. Menzies leaves do resemble tobacco leaves.... By 
the way, Dixon's specimen in Herb. Brit. Mus. could never be mistaken for a lupine. 

Dixon13 discusses and rejects Setchell's14 identification of the Haida tobacco as 
Nicotiana attenuata. In support of Dixon, I offer the following quotation from a let
ter which Miss Eastwood has kindly written in answer to my question as to the 
possibility that Dixon's specimen might be Nicotiana attenuata. She says: 

The tobacco which Menzies collected could not possibly be N. attenuata, which I know well. 
The basal leaves of that are not at all the same shape. The flowers of Capt. Dixon's specimen 
resemble those of N. multivalvis much more closely than those of N. attenuata. In my article 
I describe the differences between the Dixon specimen and N. multivalvis. It could not pos
sibly be related to N. attenuata. 

A further point of interest in connection with this problem may be brought up 

6 Eastwood (1938), p. 92; (1939), p. 3. 
• Eastwood (1938), p. 92.
 
7 Ibid. p. 93.
 
8 (American Anthropologist 35,1933), p. 149.
 
9 Menzies' Journal. (Archives of British Columbia, Memoir V, 1914), p. 141.
 
10 Botanical Register X, tab. 833, 1824.
 
11 Flora Boreali Americana II, 1840, p. 91.
 
12 Eastwood, 1938: pI. 2 (Cf. to N. multivalvis in the Botanical Register, tab. 1067).
 
18 (American Anthropologist 35, 1933), p. 146; Contacts with America . .. p. 333.
 
a W. A. Setchell, Aboriginal Tobaccos. (American Anthropologist 23, 1921), pp. 397-414.
 

C. F. Newcombe is the original authority of Setchell. 
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here-that of the use by R. B. Dixon16 and James Deans16 of myths as historical 
documents. Euhemerism is ordinarily, at best, a hazardous and inconclusive method 
of getting facts. It may often corroborate known facts, but here mythologic items 
are supplementary, not primary. In the present case we have seen that with the 
known fact that the Haida tobacco is a Nicotiana species, the interpretation from 
the mythology breaks down, since it was formed around the theory that the plant 
was not of the genus Nicotiana. Furthermore, with this botanical fact established, 
one might re-interpret the Haida myths in such a way that certain inferences to sup
port the botanical identification could be suggested. The real question then be
comes one of how much actual value the myths are, unless they unequivocally 
support facts already established. I am not generalizing, but the question has oc
curred to me so frequently that I offer this example for what it may be worth in 
illustration. In short, I doubt the value of these particular myths as independent 
evidence. 

There still remains the problem of the identification of the Tlingit tobacco. That 
it is a Nicotiana species seems likely, since Capt. Dixon states it as such, and we have 
seen that he knew Nicotiana plants by sight. We can do no better than reiterate 
R. B. Dixon's plea that botanical collectors on the Northwest Coast keep their eyes 
open for Nicotiana plants. 

ROBERT F. HEIZER 
UNiVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

ON THE MIDt OF THE OJIBWAY 

The author is fortunate in being able to throw some light on certain divergences 
in accounts of the Mide of the Ojibway. These divergences are due to the fact that 
the attitudes of priests and commoners within the Mide differ widely. 

The laity consists of those ordinary persons who, on the occasion of an illness of 
even moderate importance, have paid the necessary small fee and submitted to the 
treatment and ceremonials offered. As such illnesses are never rare, the Mide group 
included almost all adults, except where missionary work induced some to stay 
aloof. These lay members consider the Mide priest as a magical curer, and the lay 
person's attitude is much like that of one of our own society towards a doctor, ex
cept that the Mide priest's powers are wider. The Mide itself offers its members an 
opportunity for dancing and for a social good time, which is much enjoyed by lay 
members. Consequently the attitude toward the Mide is not unlike that which an 
uneducated man might have if the social and dancing club of which he was a memc 

ber were run by a joint committee of the American Medical Association and the 
Society of American Magicians. 

When a young man decides to become a priest, he first accumulates the neces
sary wealth (about $75), selects a priest as his tutor, and piles this wealth in front of 
the latter's dwelling. The latter then teaches the former the meanings and traditions 
of the Mide, together with much miscellaneous information about health, building 

11 (American Anthropologist 35, 1933), pp. 149-150.
 
18 (American Antiquarian 12: 1890), pp. 48-50.
 




